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Criteria

Score

Will it improve
instruction through
motivational /
instructional techniques,
or exchange of ideas?

Clearly explains
several areas that will
be improved by
training or experience.

Has potential to
affect several areas
of instruction, but
request does not
completely explain
how it will do so.

Has potential to
affect some areas
of instruction but
request does not
explain how it
will do so.

Doesn’t exhibit
potential to
affect any areas
of instruction in
any way.

25 points
Objectives

15-25 points
Objectives are defined
and obtainable, and
address a stated need.
Outcome stated &
measurable.

6-14 points
Objectives are
defined and address
a need. Outcomes
are stated.

1-5 points
Objectives are
defined.
Outcomes are not
clearly stated and
cannot be
measured.

0 points
Objectives are
not clear. No
measurable
outcomes are
included.

5-9 points
Has potential to
enhance leadership
or address a need,
but request does not
completely explain
how it will do so.

1-4 points
Has potential to
enhance
leadership
potential or
address a need,
but request does
not explain how
it will do so.

0 points
Doesn’t exhibit
potential to
enhance
leadership
potential or
address a need
in any way.

5-9 points
Potential to involve
a large number of
students with some
impact.

1-4 points
Will impact a
few students.

0 points
Impact on
students or
number of
students is not
addressed.

5-9 points
Budget included but
missing some
projected
income/expenses, or
some
income/expenses are
unreasonable

1-4 points
Some expenses
are included, but
no detailed
budget.

0 points
No budget or
expenses are
included.

3-6 points

1-2 points

0 points

15 points
10-15 points
Leadership Potential / Clearly explains how
Need
the training or
experience will
enhance leadership
potential or address
need

15 points
Potential impact on
students.

10-15 points
Has the potential to
involve a large number
of students with a
long-term impact.
10-15 points

15 points
Expenses

10 points
Max Score: 80

Detailed, complete,
and accurate budget
included with proposal
that includes
reasonable expenses.

7-10 points
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